Child exhibits any behaviour that impacts on other student’s ability to learn or the teacher’s ability to teach. (ref. to list of unacceptable behaviours)

Classroom teacher gives the child 3 warnings

Behaviour stops

Note: Answering Back or Rudeness towards teachers will result in immediate progression to this level.

Child is removed from the group within the classroom and works independently for a period of time determined by the teacher.

Behaviour continues

Child refuses to be removed from the class

Principal sent for to remove child

Child refuses to go with the principal

Class / School is removed from the child. Parent is contacted to pick the child up from school.

Parent / emergency contact is un-contactable

Keep child separate from other students for the remainder of the day or until parents are contacted.

1 day’s suspension (following day)

If violent/dangerous behaviour is exhibited by the child then ring police.

Keep child separate from other students.

1 day’s suspension (following day)

Child is removed from the classroom. Works outside the classroom independently or with ESS staff. (Principal if ESS unavailable)

10 minutes at recess/lunch
Reflection Sheet Completed

Child is to stay/work in the principal’s office for a period of time determined by the principal.
Parent contacted
10 minutes at recess/lunch